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Panda lives in the south central of China. It is a lazy animal .It feeds on bamboo
trees and sometimes eats birds. Adult male measures around 1.2 to 1.9 m tall and can
weigh up to 160 kg, panda has thick black and white fur. This mammal lives up to 20
years. It is a vulnerable species, so there are a few numbers living in China mountains.
Because of the deforestation and pollution. Also people hunt them for clothing or
decorative items.
Questions: A/reading comprehension
Task01: (03pts) I read and fill in the profile
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Task02: (03pts) I write True ,False or Not mentioned:
1- Panda is an active animal.
2-It feeds mainly on plants.
3- Panda’s female has three babies each year.
Task 03:(01pts) I find the synonyms of:
Height=……………………
Kind= ……………………….
……….
…
B/ mastery of language
Task 01: (02pts) I ask on the underlined words::
1-Selma has written an article for two days.
Task 02: (03pts) I fill in the gaps with the
he appropriate
propriate model
mode verbs
1- You…………respect the law.
2- We …………. save water at home.
e.
3- You …………hunt endangered
ed animals.
ma
Task03: (02 pts) I classify these
hese words
ords in the table
tab below:
(Injection-Edge-Equation-measure-)
on
n-measure
measu -))

m

the profile
Name: …………………………..
Classification: ……………………
Diet: …………………………..
Height: …………………………..
Weight: …………………………..
Habitat: …………………………..

/ʒ/
-………..
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Situation off integration
gration (06 p
pts) I complete the dialogue below:
Me: Where
re does panda
pand live?
My partner:
artner:
ner: ……………
………
…………………………
Me:
e: Is itt omnivore spec
sp
species?
My partner: ………
…
…………………………
Me: Is it en
endangered
endange
animal?
My partner:
part
…………………………
Me: What
W are the main dangers that it face?
Myy partner:
M
par
…………………………

Good Luck
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